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Today I shall be talking about the Cumberland Plain region and the grassy woodlands of 
western Sydney, and some of the processes and practices that we are putting in place there 
to restore them and how this flows on from some of the grassland work we did earlier in 
Victoria. It will also complement the paper by Graham Fifield (this proceedings). First I will give 
some broad context to groundlayer restoration, based partly on personal reflection.  

About 90% of the images showing grasslands 
that we have seen in presentations at this 
forum have had trees in them.  This is 
not a surprise. I see grasslands and grassy 
woodlands as a continuum rather than 
separate entities. In either state they are 
affected by various geological and climatic 
factors which can favour certain species or 
functional groups, and lead to ebbs and flows 
in carbon content and the like. On top of 
this, the human impacts we impose on them 
have the capacity to push these ecosystems 
on different trajectories.  We can also contest 
our interpretations of pre-European history 
– from photos and pioneer records – or we 
can use them to set the scene for current management.  Some people object to this notion of 
plasticity between grasslands and grassy woodlands (and even forests).  They refer to naturally 
treeless grassland such as those of the Victorian Basalt Plains and say these landscapes will not 
support trees. I do not hold this view. Indeed I have spent years and years walking around the 
Basalt Plains of Western Victoria and everywhere I look there are trees. Most might have been 
planted since colonisation, but overwhelmingly they are growing across the landscape and 
many are reproducing.  There are also relict native trees in that landscape as well: Casuarina 
and Banksia and Eucalyptus and Bursaria and others.  These give hints that trees were a part 
of these landscapes in the past, and this demonstrates that these are dynamic and changing 
landscapes, and that natural as well as human factors have much to do with the composition 
and structure at any point in time.

There is also the human context to consider, and how it currently shapes the world around 
us. Humans have a tendency to partition and reduce the complexity of the natural world – 
this is seen most clearly in our agricultural landscapes which are dominated by monocultures 
or by a reduced diversity at a range of trophic levels.  This certainly complicates things for 
those focused on conservation and restoration. But as we have also heard here (e.g. talks by 
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Marshall, Robertson, this proceedings) societies are now more and more recognising a need 
for balance in our interactions with the natural world, and there is an increased sense that 
we must share the responsibility for human impacts on biodiversity and nature. Sadly, these 
impacts have been consistently increasing since the rise of the Homo genus 2 million years 
ago and they now threaten to swamp the natural world. Here in Australia for example – as 
Charlie Massy pointed out (this proceedings), 60% of Australia’s land use footprint is used 
for agriculture. It is worth reflecting on this. It suggests that in those landscapes we evict the 
bulk of biodiversity. This is because, in the instance of, say, grazing, we want to keep that land 
selectively for a tiny group of herbivores.  We only tolerate the presence of other biodiversity 
(native or exotic) if they have no negative impacts on the stock. It is even more pronounced 
in a cropping system. Here we essentially only allow single predominantly annual species 
to occupy whole landscapes.  And we humans hold these huge landscapes, dominated by 
monocultures of annual species, in those states year after year and decade after decade, by 
sheer willpower, by intelligence, by fossil fuels, by concerted impact. Now whether that is good 
or bad I do not know – there are many humans to feed on this planet. It is what it is, but the 
impacts to other species are profound.

Climate change is a looming worry for humans. It is difficult to avoid this topic at any 
conference or seminar these days.  Any research or restoration project these days that 
does have not as part of its goals a claim to assist in mitigating or better understanding the 
impacts of climate change on native species has little hope of being funded.  This I find ironic. 
Humans and certainly human civilization have much to be concerned about in relation to 
radical climate change. However, in the natural world, other species have already been hit 
by a profound climate change-like event in the rise of humans.  Today most of the natural 
landscapes of the world have been or are being cleared for human-centric purposes.  There 
has already been mass extinctions of species at the hands of humans prior to our disruptions 
which have resulted in exacerbated climates. If we (humans) are the losers as a result of 
climate change, failing a Venus-type outcome, it is hard to imagine that nature will conversely 
benefit.  This current scramble to save nature from something we created, and which we 
ourselves have most to fear, seems somewhat disingenuous.

Some of the reasons we have trouble facing up to and better dealing with our impacts 
on nature, I think, stem from our tendency to see issues in terms of goodies and baddies. 
Baddies are really easy targets and can be used to divert attention from underlying issues. In 
our sector, developers are generally viewed as the baddies. They clear grasslands and build 
suburbs, shopping centres or factories.  We all get cross and expect the developers to pay an 
environmental cost to compensate for their developments.  Yet we all, as a society, should be 
paying that cost.  We are all beneficiaries of such developments, be they agricultural, urban or 
resource-focused. My clothes, my car, your computer, your phone – all these things that we 
gladly take for granted represent a cost to the environment. No-one can absolve or isolate 
themselves or hold single groups wholly responsible.  We need to look at the scale of what 
is happening to the planet, let alone to native grasslands, and come to a sense of what we 
individually and as a society are prepared to do, myself included.  

I think it is reasonable to suggest that 
collectively, we have conflicting responses or 
feelings about human use of iconic agricultural 
landscapes – annual crops under lovely big 
old Red Gums for instance (e.g. photo, right) 
where we mix function (food) and native 
species.  In many rural settings (for example, 
on rural roadsides) some would prefer to 
have the native ground layer retained, but in 
its absence the ‘exotic’ introduced flora plays 
an important functional role. Indeed, even 
in our remnant grasslands there are many 
introduced plants and animals, and these 
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also serve a functional purpose, whether we 
are comfortable with the idea or not (e.g. 
photo, right).  We should reconcile ourselves 
to the fact that there are many non-native 
organisms that are now a permanent part of 
our landscape in Australia.  They may not be 
native but they do represent biodiversity, and 
provide varying levels of function.  At times we 
need to decide to what extent we want these 
exotics to occupy a system (although it is 
almost certain none can or will be eradicated).  
These realities challenge us to make rational 
and clear decisions and not abdicate that responsibility. 

While on the whole we keep shifting 
landscapes towards monocultures or 
simplified systems, there are still some 
complex native landscapes to be found.  Here 
are examples of Red Gum Woodland in 
south-western Victoria (right) and York Gum 
Woodland in Western Australia (below right).  
Local people in that WA region routinely 
suggested to me there were no native 
perennial grasses in their landscapes, only 
trees and shrub understories.  Yet one time, 
after much driving across the wheat belt, we 
found this little remnant. It was surrounded by 
a paddock dominated by native grasses. Inside 
the open woodlands there was not a dense 
shrub layer but sparse grasses and a carpet of 
groundlayer wildflower species.  These were 
likely to be a relict of a once widespread 
component of that landscape. Now long-term 
changes under a different human management 
regime have resulted in their widespread loss. 

These rich and diverse communities represent 
an interconnected web. Below the ground 
and above the ground there is a flow of 
resources between and across all the species 
and trophic levels. Look (below) at these 
examples of beautiful grasslands in Victoria: 
Box–Ironbark grassy woodland at Bendigo (left); and herb-rich woodland at Stawell (right). 
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The wonderful Worndoo Common shown here 
(right) is a relict of the pre- and post-European 
management practice of constant burning, as John 
Morgan has pointed out (this proceedings), and 
this has ensured it has retained its wonderful 
diversity.  One last point. Note all the trees in 
those three photos. Yet this is the Basalt Plain, 
a so-called naturally treeless landscape because 
‘trees don’t grow in basalt’. More reason to pause 
and sometimes question the consensus paradigm.

Grasslands near cities?
In addition to the massive agricultural footprint 
imposed on the planet we also build mega cities 
across the world occupying more land. Can we embrace nature within these urban landscapes? 
I believe the answer is yes!

In Sydney, along Broadway, there are two buildings that provide wonderful examples of how 
this might be achieved. The buildings are called the Central Park Buildings, and they are literally 
draped with living vegetation. In fact they have been constructed with vegetation built into 
them, rather than being retro-fitted at a later stage.  In think examples like this provide a vision 
for the way that we could and should be building urban landscapes. They may not be perfect, 
but they are examples of humans embracing nature within our systems in a meaningful way.   

West of Sydney, the Cumberland Plain region, 
ringed in red on the photo (right), has a multitude 
of issues in relation to ‘sharing with nature’. Most 
are human-generated issues such as weeds, ferals 
– all essentially consequences of our actions.  
When you look at the current composition of the 
Cumberland Plain Woodlands, you have to ask: is it 
a grassland? Is it a woodland? Is it a forest?  There 
are different soil types in the region, ranging from 
shale-derived clays to sandy loams. People may 
draw lines around those soil divisions and decide 
vegetation belongs to one or the other, but I know 
for a fact (because I have been out there looking 
for species for the last three years) that many of 
the plant species occur consistently across those soil types.  They are able to exist on a range 
of soil types.  For some species this is not always the case, but here many do so.   

The Cumberland Plain is dominated by the Grey Box Eucalyptus moluccana.  Talking with 
local historians I believe that timber cutting in the early days selectively removed many other 
species that were also widespread and perhaps dominant at the time.  The result is that today 
Grey Box is the dominant tree and most now think this is the natural state of affairs rather 
than a recent anthropogenic quirk. Indeed, the Grey Box forest of this region is almost totally 
recent regrowth.  There are very few old trees or relict trees. Instead, dense stands shoot 
up wherever grazing or other forms of disturbance have been curtailed. In among this dense 
urban matrix there also exists a semi-agricultural landscape with the typical isolated paddock 
trees and an exotic functional groundlayer. If this type of management is curtailed – say, by 
restricting grazing – vigorous tree regrowth occurs.  The composition and structure of this 
landscape before European settlement is unlikely to have been similar to the dense single-
aged stands we commonly see today. Many early observations suggest it was more often an 
open woodland with a grassy understory.  Trees were often described as being widely spread 
with little undergrowth below. Fire is likely to have been used to keep these landscapes in 
such a state.  There is still some evidence of older large and spreading trees in some areas but 
these are now rare. Of course there would also have been areas where shrubs also grew and 
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at times were allowed to dominate.  This complexity in structure created different types of 
habitat, supporting the Aboriginal peoples of earlier times.  There would have been complexity, 
because the early Aboriginal people managed those complex systems very well.  We seem 
disinclined to expend the time or resources to do the same.

It is not uncommon now to see native bushland in the region with between 1000 and up 
to 10,000 stems per hectare, even at the Prospect Reservoir which is supposedly a ‘jewel 
in the crown’ in terms of Cumberland Plain Woodland conservation.  As a consequence in 
these densely treed landscapes, much of the groundlayer has dropped out, because very little 
light reaches the ground level. In many instances the native shrub Bursaria swamps the mid-
storey, and creates a dominance of its own type.  The great irony is that we may say we want 
open grassy woodlands with lots of forbs, but we will 
not manage the landscape in a way that allows that 
to happen.  The result of this in action is clear right 
across the Cumberland Plain and indeed other parts 
of Australia. It is a weird contradiction that is seldom 
discussed in our sector.   

Where we have tried to restore these systems 
historically we have, particularly in Sydney, applied 
regeneration at small scale or by planting trees as tube-
stock at larger scales (two photos at right). Many may 
be familiar with this approach, producing straight lines 
of trees with tree guards around them.  At the density 
these trees are commonly planted, they are never going 
to create an open area of grassy woodland – they will 
result in dense forest.  Although some people argue 
that the trees will be thinned out at a later stage this 
is seldom actually done. In fact, the public become 
very protective of these dense stands once they have 
established, and are typically resistant to any attempts 
to thin them out, whatever the reasoning.  This type of 
situation is typical in a complex society where many 
have an opinion and feel they have a right to influence 
outcomes.

Can we successfully regenerate grassy landscapes?
Where do we start, if we are thinking about putting these complex communities back 
together?  The trees and shrubs are relatively easy to plant out, but how do we reintroduce 
the rest?  

Important factors we have found in Greening Australia’s Grassy Groundcover Research 
Project work are based on the insights gained by many people at this forum, and also through 
scrutiny of reference site conditions. Josh Dorrough (this proceedings) reminded us that we 
need to consider nutrient conditions when restoring a modified site.  We should look also 
to the structure and composition of reference sites if they are available. It should also be 
remembered that the current composition and structure of such sites have been influenced by 
their historical management as well. 

There are many other resources that are required to restore complex grassy landscapes, 
such as infrastructure and machinery, and for these we need money. Sadly, we cannot save the 
environment just through volunteerism, or with a ute, a tray of seedlings and pamphlets.  The 
scale of the problem is immense. Of course people are routinely willing to spend millions and 
millions of dollars on building their homes, yet as a society spend next to nothing on what is 
required to repair our environment, which is arguably the most important asset we have and 
may be the key to ensuring our long-term survival.  
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For restoration we need seed. Lots of it. Seed is the critical resource.  And once native 
grassland species have disappeared from regions (as they have in most), how do we restore 
them without seed?  

Restoration is also about removing or reducing some exotic species and replacing them with 
natives.  This is very difficult at the best of times, but even more so when there are hardly any 
natives left to act as seed resources.  And to deal with the exotics, controlling soil nutrients 
may be critical. Nutrients are a key factor in controlling many exotics and favouring natives.  
This may be further complicated by the size, composition and depth of weed seedbanks.  
There are many good people now in Australia doing wonderful work growing native seed 
crops to generate seed: Chris Findlay, Ian Chivers,  Tim Zwierson,  Tim Bardon, Bindi 
Vanzella, Steve and Rhonda La Brouque, Cath Olive,  Tim Berriman among them.  These seed 
production crops are critical. I am absolutely convinced we must go into seed production in 
this sector. Unless we invest properly in that area, we will never have the basic fundamental 
resource (seed) either to enhance remaining remnants or to be able to go to a new site and 
start them again through restoration. If we just rely on harvesting seed from remnants there 
will never be enough and in addition we will likely ensure their degradation or demise.

These days on Sydney’s Cumberland Plain it is 
extremely difficult (almost impossible) to find good 
robust and clean stands of Themeda. Some remains 
on public lands that have been retained for groups 
such as Department of Defence, but that is mown 
low regularly, so it is seldom left to seed, and getting 
access to such sites is nearly impossible. 

This photo (right) shows a Themeda crop we sowed 
in an ex-vineyard area a few years ago. Now it is 
providing a lovely crop of seed each year. Here (next 
photo below) are other native grasses that we are 
growing in a more intensive manner (in weed mat), 
as an intermediate step to bulk up enough seed so 
we can later grow them as in-field crops. In another 
area we have recently sown 5 ha of native grasses 
which should provide very good seed as crop in 
coming years. In another area that has been under 
development for four years now, we are growing 
a range of sub-dominant species, many of them 
wildflowers.  This footprint is being filled with plants 
as resources become available.

We are using a mix of techniques in the seed 
production area (SPA).  This includes the use of 
raised beds (photo, right), which can improve our 
seed collection, making it cheaper and easier.  They 
are well suited to the heavier seeded species, where 
the seed just falls into these gullies (photo below). 

This (left) is Burr Daisy: its seed is 
falling into gullies from which we just 
sweep it up.  
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We grow also climbers and twiners (photo 
right), which are almost impossible to harvest 
seed effectively from in the wild.  These grow 
up trellises. In this way we are getting large 
quantities of seed. It just drops down into the 
collection bays and we pick the seed up from 
there. Other growing cells we set up as flat 
areas (next two photos below). Here we grow 
particular groups of species from which we 
either harvest ripened seed on plant stems with 
a whipper snipper, or wait till it drops and pick it 
up off the weed matting with a vacuum.   

These mixtures of approaches are helping us to 
secure quantities of seed that we can then sow 
back into the landscape (where there is little left). 
I have been asked if we grow orchids in SPAs. 
Orchids are tricky – one needs to get permission 
to use them. I would like to look into getting 
them growing in SPAs as well, and then including 
them in seed mixes, but it is still very early days in 
this respect. 

At this point we (Greening Australia) have several 
areas where we use seed production.  There is 
one here in Canberra and several small ones in 
Victoria and of course the large one in Western 
Sydney. 

We have high expectations of seed. Many think 
that every seed that falls from its parent to the 
ground will germinate, producing thousands 
and thousands of seedlings.  This expectation 
of success is not only for the natural landscape 
but for the field-scale restoration efforts we 
undertake. I tend to think these expectations may 
be a little high.  When one thinks about it, in the 
wild a plant needs to replace itself through the 
successful establishment of an offspring for its genes to persist.  They then invest an awful lot 
of energy in producing from hundreds to hundreds of thousands of seed to ensure they can 
produce one replacement for the parent. So maybe nature has a much lower expectation of 
success for all the seed produced than we do.  We certainly want more than a one-for-one 
outcome.

Nutrients
As I mentioned, we try to focus on 
understanding and then tackling nutrient issues.  
This (photo, right) is where we work, within 
the lands owned by the University of Western 
Sydney in Richmond (our seed production 
areas and restoration footprint).

In our restoration zone we aim to reduce the 
nutrient characteristics somewhat, over 10 ha. 
The photo shows a bush block adjoining the 
agricultural area, and that serves as a reference 
site for the restoration zone.  The agricultural 
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paddock in which we undertook the 
restoration was dominated by African 
Lovegrass Eragrostis curvula and 
Fireweed Senecio madagascariensis 
and a suite of other agricultural 
weeds (and some pasture grasses).  
A baseline survey (bar graph, right) 
revealed those areas were about 75% 
Lovegrass at 20 plants/m2.  We also 
took soil core samples to test the 
seed bank, and found in the top soil 
layer about 65 plants germinating  
per 200 g of soil, all of them exotics. 
However, when we grew out soil 
cores that are 150 mm deep we only got 15 plants 
germinating per 200 g soil.  This confirmed for us 
that the bulk of the weed-seed load was in the upper 
soil layer.  We also looked at the soil characteristics 
of the adjoining bush block sites. Comparing the two 
remnant bush block sites (green, blue bars, right) 
and the restoration paddock (orange bars), the 
soil pH values do not really differ but it is clear the 
agricultural paddock where we want to undertake 
the restoration work has much more soil nitrate and 
phosphorus than the remnant sites. 

To address these issues of weed-seed load and 
nitrification we remove soil or ‘scalp’ (see also 
Graham Fifield’s talk, this proceedings). 
Scalping is a practical way to address these 
two critical obstacles to restoration.  We 
are trying to reduce the cost of scalping, for 
example by not taking any of the soil off the 
site (this is expensive) but instead inverting 
it onsite to create ‘islands’, as shown in the 
diagram (right).  We then sow complex grass 
mixes onto the scalped areas and broad-leaf-
only seed mixes onto the islands.  

The theory behind this combination of scalped 
zones and localised inversions is that the weed 
load and nutrient zones are concentrated 
in the upper soil and decrease down the 
profile.  Therefore the scalping removes those top layers and exposes a surface with a lower 
concentration of weed seeds and nutrients.  And on the islands you are inverting layers to 
put the lower concentrations at the top.  That is the theory.  We tested, after doing all this, 
and soil samples across all these zones showed that the islands and the scalped area (and the 
remnants) do not differ in soil pH and electrical conductivity.  The nitrate concentrations are 
now lower in the scalped areas than in the reference sites. Soil phosphorus is still somewhat 
high in the restoration paddock (in particular on one of the inversions), but over most of the 
area it has dropped by half from what it was prior to scalping.  

For the direct seeding we make up complex seed mixes (top left photo, next page) and blend 
that with sand as a homogeniser.  This then runs out of seeding machine onto a nice little 
seed bed which has been worked up by the tines, after which it is press-rolled into the soil 
(top right photo, next page). It can take 12–18 months for a restoration like this to begin to 
look like a native grassy landscape. Here we are already seeing signs of things happening. Many 
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native grasses and some of our forbs are emerging in the zones where they were seeded. Early 
on we saw ants sharing the seed.

These next photos below are a just sample of locations where we have applied similar 
restoration techniques, including scalping to restore grasslands and grassy woodlands. Some are 
now classed in Victoria as significant or highly significant grassland. Most are highly complex: if 
you walk onto one of these restored areas and do not know how they came about, I guarantee 
you will say, ‘Oh this is a wonderful remnant grassland that must have been here for X hundred 
years’. This seems to me to be a great outcome and shows what is possible if we apply ourselves 
to complex tasks.
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My last point is that building these complex 
systems also create many niches and 
opportunities for other organisms. In our 
sites there has been strong colonisation with 
creatures from other trophic levels, resulting 
in very functional attributes across those 
layers (photo, right).  Again, a great outcome 
in terms of restoring biodiversity.
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